Melissa Lynn Hanson
82299 200th Street
Hayward, Minnesota
Sui Juris
In the District Court for Freeborn County
Third Judicial District
State of Minnesota,

Court File No. 24-CR-21-137/188

Plaintiff,
v.

Amended
Objection to Proceedings

MELISSA LYNN HANSON,
Defendant.

And
Notice of Legal Issues/Defenses
(Verified)

I, Melissa Lynn Hanson, sui juris, a woman and one of the
People, neither a trustee nor surety for the legal entity MELISSA
LYNN HANSON, and in this court of record1 by this document Object
and take Exception to Judge Bueltel presiding over this case as one
who is disqualified in fact for violation of the Code of Judicial
Conduct as a matter of record and give Notice of the Legal
Issues/Defenses that shall be heard and judicially determined on
finding of facts from the record upon proper application of
constitutional and statutory law under Minn. Rules of Criminal
Procedure Rules 12.02 and 12.03 to conclude

dismissal of the case

for want of in personam and subject-matter jurisdiction under due
process protections of the 5th Amendment to the Constitution for the
1

A court of record has four essential elements, two of which are
that the judicial tribunal has attributes and exercises functions
independently of the person of the magistrate designated generally
to hold it and that it proceeds according to the course of common
law. Black's Law Dictionary, 4th Ed., 425, 426.
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United States of America [1791], the Constitution for the state of
Minnesota, state statutes, and the common law.

In support, I state

the following:
I.

Judge Bueltel disqualified from further conduct in these
proceedings for violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct.
I object to Judge Beultel continuing to preside over these
criminal cases as one who has expressly denied to me due process of
law as established by the record in fact and as one who may have
personal financial interests at stake upon recusing himself from
these case nos.

24-CR-21-137/188.

The record establishes multiple

due process violations that Judge Beultel either condoned or
committed himself. The court knew or should have known that it
constitutionally had no judicial power to exercise over a case at
law or a suit in equity without a claim of injury from a breach of a
known duty. The court knew or should have known that it had no
statutory subject-matter jurisdiction to enforce executive orders
upon the People by way of penalty under Minn. Stat. § 12.45 under
guise of executive orders having full force and effect of enacted
general law.

The court knew or should have known that the business

licensing agencies of the state of Minnesota have no authority to
enforce executive orders on private sector businesses otherwise in
conformance to the terms of the operating licenses.

The court knew

or should have known that no statutory subject-matter jurisdiction
exists to issue an injunction under Minn. Stat. § 8.31, subd. 3.
enjoining the operation of a private sector business operating in
conformance with the business licenses.

The court knew or should

have known that the criminal complaints on their face were
2

insufficient to establish a prima facie case for breach of any
common law duty or legal duty expressly and unequivocally imposed by
enacted law to establish the elements of the criminal charges as
alleged.
Contrary to rules of criminal procedure, Rule 10.01, Subd. 2,
Rule 10.02 and the right to have judicial proceedings according to
the course of the common law2 — there is no acknowledged
understanding of the nature and charges on the record; the Challenge
to Jurisdiction on the record in each case remains unanswered and
unheard; the Demand for a Bill of Particulars as to the nature and
cause of the accusation on the record in each case remains
unanswered; and the Motion to Dismiss filed in both cases on
February 16, 2021 remain unopposed and unheard.

In spite of the

record challenging jurisdiction and denying to me due process of law
from the very inception of these cases, I remain in custody of the
law by a series of judges that failed to adhere to the Rule of Law
set forth by the organic laws of this state and of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, by the common law, by the
statutory law of this state — contrary to the guaranteed protections
established by the due process clauses of the state and federal
constitutions.
Additionally, Judge Bueltel issued and maintained a warrant of
arrest for failure to appear at a hearing on new charges relating to
a purported breach of a void court order in absence of a summons and
complaint issued and served in accordance with the rules of criminal

2

Northwest Ordinance, Article II whereby said article shall be
considered as articles of compact between the original States and
the people and States in the said territory and forever remain
unalterable, unless by common consent.
3

procedure Rule 3 compelling me to attend the said hearing.

The

arrest warrant issued by Judge Bueltel without judicial cognizance
of an action at law, suit in equity, or statutory subject matter
jurisdiction established by findings of fact from the record against
the written challenges made thereto.
Notice of Legal Issues
~Constitutional Issues~
Misnomer3 of the Plaintiff.

II.
1.

The criminal actions commenced in the name of “State of
Minnesota” (this style capitalizing “S” in “state” referred to
hereafter as “FOREIGN STATE”) repugnant to the Minnesota
Constitution setting forth that this state shall be called the
“state of Minnesota”

(Minn. Const. Art. II, sect 1) and the

Enabling Act (11 Stat. 166-67) setting forth “be and they are
hereby authorized to form for themselves a constitution and
state government by the name of the state of Minnesota, and
come into the union on an equal footing with the original
states, according to the federal constitution”.
A. No territory defined by the Constitution of the state of
Minnesota for the FOREIGN STATE.
B. No authority delegated to the FOREIGN STATE by the
Constitution of the state of Minnesota.

3

MISNOMER. The act of using a wrong name. Misnomers, may be
considered with regard to contracts, to devises and bequests, and to
suits or actions.
4

C. The capacity in which the Plaintiff — styled as the FOREIGN
STATE — has standing to prosecute a criminal complaint
against any one of the People not alleged in the pleadings.
III.

Defect or Absence of required executed Oath of Office.
2.

Judge Bueltel swore or affirmed support for the Constitution of
the United States4 — a constitution unknown to the Posterity of
We the People as set forth in the preamble of the Constitution
for the United States of America [1791].

See Oath of Office,

Exhibit 1.
3.

Judge Bueltel swore or affirmed support for the Constitution of
the FOREIGN STATE — a constitution unknown to the People of
Minnesota.

4.

Judge Bueltel swore or affirmed faithful discharge of duties of
District Court Judge . . . in the FOREIGN STATE — a territory
unknown to the People by the Constitution of the state of
Minnesota.

5.

The record of executed oath of office for Kelly Dawn Martinez —
appointed to the office of city attorney for the City of Albert
Lea — does not exist.

See Affidavit of Christopher Penrod,

Exhibit 2.

4

Presumed under 4 U.S.C. § 101 for execution of functions of office
exclusively within territory subject to the exclusive legislative
jurisdiction of Congress. See unrebutted allegations under Heading
IV of Jurisdictional Challenge filed on February 16, 2021.
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IV.

Governor’s authority.
6.

There is no provision in the Constitution of the state of
Minnesota for the governor to unilaterally create any rule,
order, or law to direct or control the private conduct of the
People or the conduct of private sector businesses and private
organizations within the exterior boundaries of the state of
Minnesota.

7.

The Minnesota Constitution prohibits the governor from creating
general law applicable to the People and private sector
businesses and private organizations in this state.

Minn.

Const. Art. III.
8.

The Minnesota Constitution prohibits the legislature from
delegating authority to the governor to create general law
applicable to the People and private sector businesses and
private organizations in this state.

9.

Minn. Const. Art. III.

The legislature and the governor prohibited under the state and
federal constitutions from creating any rule, order, or law
that would operate as general law ex post facto5.

10.

The legislature and the governor prohibited under the state and
federal constitutions from creating any rule, order, or law
that would operate to interfere with the obligations of
contract.

5

Test of violation: the executive order applied to events prior to
enactment of law, the executive order disadvantaged the offender
affected by it, and the executive order altered substantial personal
rights. See Miller v. Florida, 482 U.S. 423 (1987).
6

A. Business licenses are in the nature of contract between a
business and the state of Minnesota.
B. The executive orders interfered with the terms of the
business licenses of bars and restaurants.
~Statutory Issues~
V.

Non-conformance of the enacted law to the Minnesota
Constitution.
11.

The style of all laws of this state shall be: “Be it enacted by
the legislature of the state of Minnesota”.

Minn. Const.,

Article IV, Section 22.
12.

The enabling clause of the Minnesota civil defense act of 19516
did not conform to the requirements of the Minn. Const. to wit:
“Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:”.

13.

The enabling clause of the Minnesota emergency management act
of 19967 did not conform to the requirements of the Minnesota
Constitution to wit:

“BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE

STATE OF MINNESOTA:”.
14.

The enabling clause of the Criminal Code of 19638 did not
conform to the requirements of the Minn. Const. to wit:

“Be it

enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:”.

6

Session laws of 1951, chapter 694, section 1 and the foundation
of
the Emergency Management Act of 1996.
7
Codified
as Minn. Stat., Chapter 12.
8
Law for codification of Minn. Stat. § 609.74(1).
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VI.

Illegal, Inapplicable, and Void for Vagueness — Charges under
Minn. Stat. § 12.45.
15.

The governor issued the declaration of peacetime emergency in
fraud on the condition of COVID-19 as an “act of nature” when
in substance it was a “public health emergency” — the term
removed by the legislature as a condition upon which a
peacetime emergency may be declared in the 2005 legislative
session — leaving all executive orders issued therefrom void
for want of authority.

16.

The governor’s authority is limited to the direction of control
of “emergency management” within the confines of Chapter 12
legally presumed as subject to the limitations of power set
forth under the state and federal constitutions.

Minn. Stat. §

12.21, subd. 1.
17.

“Emergency Management” as defined at Minn. Stat. § 12.03, Subd.
4 is limited to emergency functions in the form of services
responsive to an emergency and does not include the People or
private sector businesses without authorization by the state to
perform said emergency services.

8

18.

§ 12.32 declares that governor’s orders and rules have the full
force and effect of law but does not declare the full force and
effect of general public law as enacted by the legislature and
must be constitutionally presumed to be limited in application
to those persons subject to the authority of the governor under
the Minnesota Constitution or persons in offices of the state
whose duties imposed under the emergency management statutes.

19.

The general authority delegated to the governor under 12.21
Subd. 1 and limited to the general direction and control of
“emergency management” as statutorily defined has no force and
effect of law on the People or private businesses not
authorized by the state to perform emergency services.

20.

Only Orders and Rules promulgated by the governor under
authority of Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subdivision 3, clause (1) —
to carry out provisions of Chapter 12 within the limits
conferred by Minn. Stat. § 12.21 (limiting general direction
and control to “emergency management”) — have the full force
and effect of law

as provided by Minn. Stat. § 12.32.

9

21.

The authority to direct and control the conduct of “persons in
this state” is conditioned upon cooperation with the president
and the heads of the armed forces, the Emergency Management
Agency of the United States and other appropriate federal
officers and agencies under Minn. Stat § 12.21, subd. 3(7) — no
public notice published of the official request for cooperation
in the manner set forth in any executive order.

22.

The penalty under §12.45 is only applicable to “person”.

23.

“Person” is defined as including an individual, firm,
corporation, association, limited liability company,
partnership, limited liability partnership, and other business
organizations.

24.

§ 12.03, subd. 7a.

Under the cannons of statutory construction/interpretation
ejusdem generis9 and noscitur a sociis10, the word “individual”,
unless otherwise defined, must be construed in consideration of
the class set forth by the enumeration to be an individual
whose rights and duties are subject to the will of the
legislature.

25.

The penalty set forth by § 12.45 is constitutionally repugnant
and constitutionally void for vagueness in general application
to the People, private sector businesses, and private
organizations in this state.

9
10

"of the same kinds, class, or nature"
"a word is known by the company it keeps"
10

26.

The Minnesota Court of Appeals set forth the proper application
of Minn. Stat. § 12.45 (1996) as “(providing misdemeanor
penalties for officials who violate duties imposed by emergency
management laws)”.

Manteuffel v. City of North St. Paul, 570

NW 2d 807, 812 (Minn. App. 1997).
VII.

Absence of element and Void for Vagueness — Charge under Minn.
Stat. § 609.74(1).
27.

The predicate condition for application of a penalty under §
609.74(1) is a failure to perform a legal duty; the legal duty
imposed by enacted state law or the common law has not been
alleged and is otherwise unknown and constitutionally void for
vagueness.

28.

The executive order is not enacted law and imposes no general
legal duty upon the People or private sector businesses or
private organizations.
~Issues of Court Jurisdiction~

29.

The rules of Criminal Procedure limit prosecution for felonies,
gross misdemeanors, misdemeanors, and petty misdemeanors in the
district courts in the FOREIGN STATE — a territory unknown to
the People by their Constitution.
Procedure, Rule 1.01.

11

See Minn. Rules of Criminal

30.

Judicial power may be exercised over a case at law (civil or
criminal) or a suit in equity — both predicate upon a claim of
realized injury or harm from a breach of a known duty
redressable under the former or the latter judicial
jurisdictions.

31.

There is no claim of a realized and particularized injury by
any man or woman suffered in fact upon a breach of a known
common law duty or upon enacted statutory duty before the court
for judicial cognizance of the criminal cases before it.

32.

There is no statutory subject matter jurisdiction for the court
sitting as a legislative tribunal to take cognizance of an
action against a man or woman not subject to legislative
policy.

33.

There is no court jurisdiction when the plaintiff’s appearance
as a misnomer established an entity not recognized with any
authority delegated by the Constitution for the state of
Minnesota whatsoever.

34.

There is no statutory subject matter jurisdiction for the court
sitting as a legislative tribunal to take cognizance of a
statutory crime under Minn. Stat. § 12.45 absent an allegation
that I was an official who violated duties imposed by emergency
management laws.

12

35.

The court loses jurisdiction for acts inconsistent with due
process of law11.
~Issues of City Prosecutor Authority~

36.

There is no authority for a city prosecutor to prosecute
violations of executive orders in the name of the state
government against any one of the People — the authority is
limited to the prosecution of enacted state law.

See Minn.

Stat. 484.87, subd. 3.
37.

Under § 12.28, only organizations for emergency management
established pursuant to Chapter 12 and its officers shall
execute and enforce rules as may be made by the governor.

38.

The City of Albert Lea was not established for emergency
management pursuant to Chapter 12 and as such is not authorized
by state law to enforce executive orders by its city attorney.

39.

The executive orders are not enacted state law upon which a
violation may be prosecuted against the People.

40.

Kelly Dawn Martinez prosecutes these cases in the name of the
FOREIGN STATE.

11

Bode v. Minn. Dept. of Nat. Resources, 594 NW 2d 257, 261 (Minn.
App. 1999)(A judgment is void if the issuing court lacked
jurisdiction over the subject matter, lacked personal jurisdiction
over the parties through a failure of service that has not been
waived, or acted in a manner inconsistent with due process);Bradley
v. St. Louis Terminal Warehouse Co., 189 F.2d 818, 824 (8th
Cir.1951) (A judgment obtained without due process is a nullity and
may be attacked directly or collaterally by parties or strangers.);
Bass v. Hoagland, 172 F.2d 205, 208-209 (5th Cir.1949) (We believe
that a judgment, whether in a civil or criminal case, reached
without due process of law is without jurisdiction and void), cert.
denied 338 U.S. 816, 70 S.Ct. 57, 94 L.Ed. 494 (1949); see 11 Wright
and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2862 at 199-200.
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41.

There is no authority for a city prosecutor to prosecute in the
name of the FOREIGN STATE whatsoever.

42.

Kelly Dawn Martinez did not execute the Oath of Public office
upon appointment to hold the office of city attorney for the
City of Albert Lea.

43.

In open court on February 4, 2021, I required each official’s
oath of office entered on the record.

44.

See Transcript, pg 4.

Kelly Dawn Martinez’s power to execute the office of city
attorney is inchoate absent an executed constitutional oath of
office required under Minn. Const., Article V, Section 6 and
Minn. Stat. § 358.05.

45.

Further and in these instant cases, the illegally issued
executive orders on the fraudulent declaration of a peacetime
emergency illegally directed and controlled the conduct of the
“persons” of bars and restaurants.

46.

Kelly Dawn Martinez did not prosecute these criminal actions
against a legal fiction in the business of operating as a bar
and restaurant but rather the owner thereof in their personal
capacity.
~Issues of Barratry and Racketeering~

47.

Kelly Dawn Martinez commenced the constitutionally repugnant,
statutorily groundless criminal actions in pursuit of heavy
fines against me without statutory authority and from the
exercise of inchoate power of the office of city attorney.
14

48.

The various judges presiding over these cases, including Judge
Beultel, have acted in a manner inconsistent with due process
of law and — in spite of the record establishing the due
process violations — the criminal proceedings continue.

49.

The chief judge of the district (at the time Jodi Williamson),
judges of both the Minnesota Court of Appeals and the Supreme
Court actively participated to save Judge Beultel from
disqualification for violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct
in spite of the facts squarely placed before them and a matter
of record but wholly not addressed.

50.

The motive for such widespread judicial corruption and
prosecutorial corruption and barratry is uncertain but may lie
in realized or future personal financial gain from undisclosed
financial business of the court system in addition to the
disclosed revenue received from fees collected by the courts
from litigants seeking to obtain justice — contrary to the
right of every person to certain remedy for all injuries or
wrongs which he may receive to his person, property or
character, and to obtain justice freely and without purchase,
completely and without denial, promptly and without delay,
conformable to the laws.

See Minn. Const., Article 1, Section

8.
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51.

Upon third party information, a bond or security created upon
the civil and criminal cases commenced in this court associated
with my name and the respective case numbers, each having a
CUSIP12 number, and each traded in financial markets.

See

Affidavit in Support of Securities, Exhibit 3.
52.

The “monetization” of these cases presumptively produced
undisclosed past, present and/or future financial gain to
undisclosed persons having nexus to the commercial service
enterprise of the court system.

53.

This “undisclosed business” of the court is presumptively part
of a commercial service enterprise doing business as

JUDICIARY

COURTS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA13 — a commercial service
enterprise having the D-U-N-S Number 078320990 and
presumptively deriving reported and unreported financial gain
accruing to undisclosed persons upon the cases before the
courts.

12

The CUSIP number is a nine-digit numeric or nine-character
alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies a North American
financial security and is assigned to all stocks and registered
bonds in the United States and Canada, and it is used to create a
concrete distinction between securities that are traded on public
markets.
Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures
13
Dun & Bradstreet listed its Delinquency Predictor Score as 545 on
July 16, 2021; D-U-N-S Number 078320990.
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54.

The undisclosed financial conditions or parameters related to
the bond or security for each particular case may be the source
for acts by the various judges inconsistent with due process of
law and for the documented violations of the Code of Judicial
Conduct precluding the proper and unbiased administration of
justice.

17

WHEREFORE:

Upon the facts of the record and conclusions of

constitutional and statutory law establishing
1.

that the Plaintiff’s appearance as the FOREIGN STATE is a
misnomer wholly without authority delegated by the
Constitution for the state of Minnesota,

2.

that the governor’s authority may not unilaterally and
generally direct and control the People or private businesses
in this state unless authorized by the state to perform
emergency functions in the nature of service,

3.

that the governor had no authority to declare a peacetime
emergency upon the condition of a “public health emergency”
under guise of “act of nature”,

4.

that the enabling clauses of the enacted law underlying Minn.
Stat., Chapter 12 and § 609.74(1) did not conform to the
requirements of the Minnesota Constitution,

5.

that Minn. Stat. § 12.45 is applicable only to officials who
violated duties imposed by emergency management laws,

6.

that the Minn. Stat. § 12.45 and § 609.74(1) are
constitutionally void for vagueness,

7.

that the judicial and statutory power of the court is
inchoate,

8.

that the criminal rules of procedure are only defined for
district courts in the unknown territory of the the FOREIGN
STATE,

9.

that the city attorney is limited to the prosecution for
violation of enacted state law and not violation of executive
orders,

10.

that the city attorney is not an officer under § 12.28 who
18

may enforce executive orders,
11.

that the authority of Kelly Dawn Martinez as the city
prosecutor is inchoate,

12.

that prima facie evidence is established for undisclosed
financial gain accruing to undisclosed persons and related to
prosecution of these cases in a court associated with a
commercial service enterprise implicating a scheme of
racketeering involving public officials under Minn. Stat. §
609.903,

these proceedings were commenced upon fraud and have denied me
due process of law in the proper and unbiased administration of
justice since their commencement and any further acts to
continue the prosecution of these cases against me would rise
to the level of treason to the Constitution for the state of
Minnesota and to the Constitution for the United States of
America [1791]; it is the duty of the court to dismiss this
case with prejudice.
Dated on this 22nd day of November, 2021:

Melissa Lynn Hanson
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VERIFICATION
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of
Minnesota that I have read the foregoing document and to the best
of my knowledge and belief the factual statements and declarations
made therein are true and correct and made in good faith and will
testify to the same in open court upon any dispute of fact
established by sworn testimony of any person having personal
knowledge of the facts if called to do so; excepting as to those
matters therein stated upon information and belief and as to those
matters, I verily believe the same to be true.

Executed on this 22nd day of November, 2021:

_____________________________
Melissa Lynn Hanson, sui juris
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM
I, Melissa Lynn Hanson, certify that on this 22nd day of
November, 2021 I concurrently served a true and complete copy of the
foregoing document by the electronic filing system of the court and
upon reasonable belief, the Plaintiff has been served by the same as
a registered user and as a party to the case.

_________________________
Melissa Lynn Hanson
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Exhibit 1

FILED

JAN 2017

OATH OF JUDGE OF DISTRICT COURT OF THE
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN THE
STATE OF MINNESOTA

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF STEELE

)
) SS.
)

I, Joseph A. Bueltel, do solemnly swear or affirm that I will support the
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Minnesota, and that
I will discharge faithfully the duties of the office of District Court Judge, in and for the
Third Judicial District in the State of Minnesota, to the best of my judgment and ability.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

l

v- "~

day of January, 2017.

f/bZQ; ~
Court Administrator
Steele County

lbb~n /YJ. fbesle~
Printed Name

County of Residence

Ske..J L

Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Exhibit A

REALNET MARKETING
CUSIP SEARCH
Hello! Welcome to Real Net Marketing CUSIP search service! We are glad you have
chosen us to find your CUSIP number for your specific purpose.
This is a little introduction to what you will receive, what you will need, and the time
frame in which you will receive it.
Let’s go!

What is a CUSIP?
CUSIP stands for Committee on Uniform Security Identification Procedures, which was
founded in 1964 by the American Bankers Association.
Basically, a CUSIP is a “license plate” for securities, so that all traders, brokers, banks,
and anyone acting in commerce can essentially track the security, wherever it may be.
ALL securities within the United States have a CUSIP. It’s the law.

What do you need to find the CUSIP?
All that is required is to complete the Submission Request Form on page 3 of this
document, providing the name of the person involving the number given, the number,
what the number is associated with, and a signature (digital signature is sufficient).
The rest is up to us. This information tells us volumes. We need no other information.
It’s all numbers in a system.

How do you send a Request?
Requests on the Submission Request Form can be made through several methods:
1. Email: realnetmarketingllc@gmail.com
2. Fax: 626-609-2204
3. Mail: care of 8524 W Gage Blvd. Suite A1-192, Kennewick, Washington 99336
If you send submissions by US Mail, please be sure to send a return address so that we
may send your results by mail.
Verbal submission of numbers is not accepted as it can cause the misinterpretation of
numbers/info in the process. We want to give you the very best service, and receiving the
request in writing ensures that we are able to do that.

What does it cost?
The cost for the service is $250 per search. If requesting a screen printout of the fund
there is an additional fee of $50. If a number is given and no info can be found, there is
no cost.
If you do your research on commerce and the derivatives market, you’ll see the chances
of NOT finding a CUSIP number associated with a given number are less than .5%.
There are THAT many numbers in a system that is THAT large.
If the number was assigned to a loan, court case, social security number, etc., the chances
are almost 100% that there is a CUSIP number attached and that it can be tracked.
You can do payment in one of several ways.
1. Direct deposit at any Bank of America Bank branch (call for info)
2. Money order via US Post Office
3. PayPal – (Note: Click “Send to friend or family” so no costs are incurred or include
the service fee in your payment)
Any of these methods will be accepted. Only thing that it depends upon is your time
frame and availability.
What will you get?
The information provided in a standard CUSIP search includes:
- CUSIP number
- Mutual Fund in which it resides
- Ticker Symbol
- Inception date
- Fund amount
- Fund number
What is the turn-around time?
The time it takes to receive your information back varies. Most orders we can get back to
you in 4-5 days. Requests made on Friday afternoon may not be fulfilled until
Tuesday morning. Holidays and weekends are excluded.
Additional Information
Please include a phone number and an email address to where you can be reached. This
will help us help you more efficiently.
We look forward to Serving You!
Real Net Marketing LLC
626-831-2375

Submission Request Form
You, the customer, are responsible for providing the correct number(s) to be searched. In order to
help us help you, please fill out this Submission Request Form below and return it to us to begin your
search. This keeps mistakes to a zero.
You will receive CUSIP information on your specific number/issue shortly. You are responsible
for the application and use of the information you receive from the search. We will not give legal or
tax advice. Professionals in those fields should be sought.
Please understand that Mutual Fund/Hedge Fund companies/advisors can and do change issues
within their portfolios from time to time. These changes are made without discretion/notice given
to us or you.
By signing this form, you are authorizing us to perform the search for you.
Name:

Melissa Lynn Hanson

Date: March 5, 2021

Number Type (Loan Number, Court Case, etc): Court Case
Number:

24-CR-21-188

Additional Numbers: 24-CR-21-137
Expedite: Yes

No

(default)

Fill in where to send the response:
Email address:

PatriotPrincessAlbertLea@protonmail.com

or for a mailed reply:
Name of party to receive information:
Address:
I authorize Real Net Marketing LLC to obtain CUSIP information on my behalf. I agree to indemnify and to hold Real Net
Marketing LLC, its employees, agents and affiliates harmless from all liability and expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees
that may be incurred as a result of my instructions. I understand that Real Net Marketing LLC cannot and does not make any
guarantees or warrantees regarding my request to research CUSIP information.

Signature (required for ALL clients to process order:

Date: 3/5/21

Submission Request Form
You, the customer, are responsible for providing the correct number(s) to be searched. In order to
help us help you, please fill out this Submission Request Form below and return it to us to begin your
search. This keeps mistakes to a zero.
You will receive CUSIP information on your specific number/issue shortly. You are responsible
for the application and use of the information you receive from the search. We will not give legal or
tax advice. Professionals in those fields should be sought.
Please understand that Mutual Fund/Hedge Fund companies/advisors can and do change issues
within their portfolios from time to time. These changes are made without discretion/notice given
to us or you.
By signing this form, you are authorizing us to perform the search for you.
Name:

Melissa Lynn Hanson

Date: June 8, 2021

Number Type (Loan Number, Court Case, etc): Court Case
Number:

24-CV-20-1788

Additional Numbers: 24-CV-21-253
Expedite: Yes

No

(default)

Fill in where to send the response:
Email address:

PatriotPrincessAlbertLea@protonmail.com

or for a mailed reply:
Name of party to receive information:
Address:
I authorize Real Net Marketing LLC to obtain CUSIP information on my behalf. I agree to indemnify and to hold Real Net
Marketing LLC, its employees, agents and affiliates harmless from all liability and expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees
that may be incurred as a result of my instructions. I understand that Real Net Marketing LLC cannot and does not make any
guarantees or warrantees regarding my request to research CUSIP information.

Signature (required for ALL clients to process order:

Date: 6/8/21

Exhibit B

Your CUSIP Results are as follows:

MELISSA L HANSON (CC 24-CR-21-137)
T. Rowe Price New Horizons Fund
Symbol:
PRNHX
CUSIP:
779562107
Inception Date:
Net Assets:
Portfolio Assets:

6/3/1960
$37,175,813,000.00 as of
2/20/2021
$37,175,813,000.00 as of
2/20/2021

A little about the Fund:
T Rowe Price New Horizons Fund seeks long-term capital growth by investing in a
diversified group of small, emerging growth companies, preferably early in their
corporate life cycle before the companies become widely recognized by the investment
community.

Your CUSIP Results are as follows:

MELISSA L HANSON (CC 24-CR-21-188)
Virtus NFJ Small Cap Value Fund
Symbol:
PCVCX
CUSIP:
018918730
Inception Date:
Net Assets:
Portfolio Assets:

1/20/1997
$611,744,000.00 as of
1/30/2021
$611,744,000.00 as of
1/30/2021

A little about the Fund:
Virtus NFJ Small-Cap Value Fund seeks long-term growth of capital and income by
investing in common stocks of companies with market capitalizations of between $100
million and $4 billion at the time of investment and below average P/E ratios relative to
the market.
Admin Notes: This security is located in more than one fund.

Your CUSIP Results are as follows:

MELISSA HANSON (CC 24-CV-21-253)
Fidelity Advisor Total Bond Fund
Symbol:
FEPIX
CUSIP:
31617K832
Inception Date:
Net Assets:
Portfolio Assets:

6/16/2004
$33,100,523,000.00 as of
6/20/2021
$33,100,523,000.00 as of
6/20/2021

A little about the Fund:
Fidelity Total Bond Fund a high level of current income by investing at least 80% of
assets in debt securities of all types and repurchase agreements for those securities. The
Fund invests in domestic and foreign issuers. The Fund's comparative indices are
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal
Bond Index.

Your CUSIP Results are as follows:

MELISSA HANSON (CC 24-CV-20-1788)
PIMCO All Asset All Authority Fund
Symbol:
PAUAX
CUSIP:
72200Q232
Inception Date:
Net Assets:
Portfolio Assets:

10/31/2003
$3,293,655,000.00 as of
6/10/2021
$3,293,655,000.00 as of
6/10/2021

A little about the Fund:
PIMCO All Asset All Authority Fund seeks maximum real return, consistent with
preservation of real capital and prudent investment management by investing in its assets
Institutional Class shares of any other Fund of the Trust except the All Asset and
Strategic Balanced Funds.

